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ABSTRACT: Anomaly detection problems have been
investigated in several research areas such as database,
machine learning, knowledge discovery, and logic
programming, with the main goal of identifying objects of
a given population whose behavior is anomalous with
respect to a set of commonly accepted rules that are part
of the knowledge base. In this paper we focus our
attention on the analysis of anomaly detection in
databases. We propose a method, based on data mining
algorithms, which allows one to infer the “normal behavior”
of objects, by extracting frequent “rules” from a given
dataset. These rules are described in the form of quasi-
functional dependencies and mined from the dataset by
using association rules.  Our approach allows us to
consequently analyze anomalies with respect to the
previously inferred dependencies: given a quasi-functional
dependency, it is possible to discover the related
anomalies by querying either the original database or
the association rules previously stored. By further
investigating the nature of such anomalies, we can either
derive the presence of erroneous data or highlight novel
information which represents significant exceptions of
frequent rules. Our method is independent of the
considered database and directly infers rules from the
data. The applicability of the proposed approach is
validated through a set of experiments on XML databases,
whose results are here reported.
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1. Introduction
Integrity constraints are used in structured and unstructured
databases to capture real-world semantics observed in the
modeled application domain. Thus, they are introduced at
design time to describe a-priori knowledge, and
consequently, the valid instances of the database are those
satisfying simultaneously all constraints. Nevertheless,
collected data can hide interesting and not known in advance
information on unstated constraints. For example, it happens
when data is the result of an integration process of several
sources or when represents dynamic aspects.
The analysis of collected and heterogeneous data with the
aim of detecting implicit information is clearly a fascinating
task, which can be complex due to the size of datasets. In
our opinion, there are two kinds of interesting knowledge to

discover from data sources: (i) frequent trends and (ii)
anomalies with respect to such frequent trends. In fact, many
techniques have been exploited to discover frequent trends
in data (e.g. mined association rules). On the other hand,
infrequent behaviors can augment the knowledge about a
data source. In particular, anomaly detection problems have
been investigated in several research areas.
In all these situations the main goal is to identify objects of a
given population whose behavior is anomalous with respect
to a set of rules part of the knowledge base, usually expressed
by means of some statistical kind of computation on the
given population.  These exceptional situations are usually
referred as outliers in the literature. Indeed, “an outlier is an
observation that lies an abnormal distance from other values
in a random sample from a population” [11]. In this work, we
define such infrequent situations as anomalies.
The problem of analyzing anomalies is interesting, since
they represent errors or semantically correct, albeit infrequent,
situations. In both cases detecting anomalies is a
challenging task either to allow one to correct erroneous
data or to investigate the meaning of exceptions.
In the database research field and in real applications, the
problem of identifying and correcting anomalies has received
a lot of attention in recent years [3][4][9]: outlier detection is
used to examine the database in order to derive more complex
forms of constraints. These tasks are of great importance
also in a variety of application fields, especially for biological
and clinical data, where it is important to detect anomalies in
order to clean errors or discover exceptions needing a further
investigation by specialists [7].
In this paper we consider the anomaly detection problem as
being a part of the data mining approach and we introduce a
proposal for discovering the nature of anomalies on datasets.
This method is independent of the type of the target database.
Our technique allows the extraction of frequent “rules”, called
quasi-functional dependencies, that represent the normal
behavior of the considered domain application. A quasi-
functional dependency is an approximate functional
dependency derived from data [6], and represents an
implication among attributes (in the context of relational
databases) or among elements (with respect to XML
documents), which frequently holds in the analyzed dataset.
The detection of quasi-functional dependencies is
performed by means of association rules: for each mined
quasi-functional dependency, the set of association rules
used to infer the dependency is queried in order to detect
anomalies. In particular, the association rules with
confidence that is lower than a fixed threshold are selected,
and further investigated in order to characterize them by
distinguishing interesting anomalies from erroneous data.
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As an example, let us to consider a dataset describing
research publications. Given a publication title, we expect to
be able to identify always the corresponding year of
publication. That is we expect the title to determine the
publication year. A quasi-functional dependency constraint
is violated only by few cases (or tuples, when working on
relational datasets). The few cases that invalidate the exact
functional dependency constraint highlight either errors or
interesting situations. An anomaly to the functional
dependency cited above, we derive from the data, would be
the existence of two publications with the same title and
different publication years. Is it an error or an exception?
The main contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows.

     • Functional dependencies and quasi-functional
dependencies (which are not known a-priori) are
directly inferred from the current instance of the
considered data sources, by abstracting sets of
similar previously mined association rules. This first
step allows discovering new relationships among
attributes (or elements), which occur in the analyzed
database instances. If the size of the considered
databases is statistically significant, the discovered
relationships can be considered “independent” of
the used instances and represent frequent rules
holding on datasets having the same schema (i.e.,
they can suggest dependencies on the considered
application domain).

    • Quasi-functional dependencies are analyzed to
single out anomalies in the datasets.

    • Distinguishing erroneous data from interesting
exceptions is performed by querying the set of mined
association rules or the considered datasets and
by analyzing the frequency of  retrieved anomalies.
We show the SQL and XQuery expressions that can
be used to extract anomalous situations. The
applicability of the approach has been validated
through a set of experiments on XML databases.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports the
definitions of functional dependencies and association rules
and then describes quasi-functional dependencies and the
methodology to detect them by means of association rules.
The usage of quasi-functional dependencies to find
anomalies is reported in Section 3; Section 4 presents the
experiments performed on real XML databases. Section 5
discusses related works, while Section 6 draws conclusions
and presents future developments of the proposed approach.

2. Quasi-functional dependencies
In the context of relational databases, functional
dependencies are constraints among sets of attributes.
Given a relation R, a functional dependency between two
sets of attributes X and Y of a relation R imposes the following
constraint on an instance r of R. Any two tuples t1 and t2 of r
that agree on the value of X (i.e. t1[X] = t2[X]) must agree on
the value of Y (i.e. they must also have t1[Y] = t2[Y]). The
functional dependency between the two sets of attributes X
and Y of R is denoted by X     Y [10].
Functional dependencies for XML have been defined in [5]
by using tree tuples, which describe the paths of an XML
document whose schema is expressed by a DTD (Document
Type Definition).
Let us assume the following disjoint sets El of element
names, Att of attribute names, Str of possible values of string-

valued attributes, and Vert of node identifiers. All attribute
names start with the symbol @, whereas  symbols  ε and S
represent element type declarations EMPTY and #PCDATA.
In [5] a DTD is defined to be D = (E, A, P, R, r), where:

• E ⊆ El is a finite set of element types,
• A ⊆ Att is a finite set of attributes,
• P is a mapping from E to element type definitions:

given τ ∈E, P(τ) = S or P(τ) is a regular expression α
defined as  α ::= ε | τ’ |   α| α  |  α, α |  α*, where ε is the
empty sequence,  τ’ ∈E, and “|”, “,”,  and “*” denote
union, concatenation, and the Kleene closure,
respectively.

• R is a mapping from E to the powerset of A. If @m ∈
R(τ), @m is defined for τ.

• r ∈ E and is called the element type of the root;
without loss of generality, it is assumed that r does
not occur in P(τ) for any τ ∈ E.

Given a DTD D = (E, A, P, R, r), a string w = w1 … wn  is a path
in D if w1= r, wi  is in the alphabet of P(wi-1), for each i ∈ [2, n-1],
and wn is in the alphabet of P(wn-1) or wn = @m for some @m
∈ R(wn-1). The notation paths(D) stand for the set of all paths
in D and EPaths(D) for the set of all paths that end with an
element type (rather than an attribute or S).
A tree tuple t  in a DTD D is a function that assigns to each
path in D a value that represents a node identifier, or a string
(for the content of leaf elements), in such a way that t
represents a finite tree with paths from D containing at most
one occurrence of each path.
Formally, given a DTD D =  (E, A, P, R, r), a tree tuple t in D is
a function from paths(D) to Vert ∪ Str  ∪ {⊥} such that:

• for p ∈ EPaths(D), t(p) ∈ Vert ∪ {⊥}, and t(r) ≠ ⊥
• for p ∈ paths(D) - EPaths(D),  t(p) ∈ Str ∪ {⊥}
• if t(p1)= t(p2)  and t(p1) ∈ Vert, then  p1 = p2
• if t(p1)= ⊥ and  p1  is a prefix of p2,  then  t(p2)= ⊥
• {p ∈ paths(D) |  t(p) ≠ ⊥ }   is finite.

Given a DTD D, a functional dependency over D is an
expression of the form S1 → S2, where S1, S2 are finite
nonempty subsets of paths(D). Given an XML tree T valid
w.r.t. D, T satisfies S1 → S2, if for every tree tuple t1 and t2 in T,
t1[S1] = t2[S1] and t1[S1]≠ ⊥ imply  t1[S2] = t2[S2].
Association rules describe the co-occurrence of data items
(i.e., couples of the form (attribute, value)) in a large amount
of collected data [1]. Rules are usually represented as
implications in the form A     B, where A and B are two arbitrary
sets of data items, such that A ∩ B = Ø. The quality of an
association rule is usually measured by means of support
(s) and confidence (c). Support corresponds to the frequency
of the set A ∪ B in the dataset, while confidence corresponds
to the conditional probability of finding B, having found A and
is given by

)(
)(

As
BAsc ∪

=

As demonstrated in [6], a functional dependency can be
detected from data by analyzing all the previously mined
association rules (with a significant support) determining
the correlation between the values of the attributes X and Y,
and computing the dependency degree between them.
The dependency degree of a mined functional dependency
between the sets X and Y is computed according to the
following formula:
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where AR is the set of all association rules relating attributes
X and Y. si and ci are respectively the support and confidence
values of each rule. If the dependency degree is equal to
one, we can state that a functional dependency has been
mined. If the degree is close to one (does not decrease
below a specific threshold), we define the involved attributes
as quasi-functional dependent.
We introduce the notion of quasi-functional dependency by
using a simple example.
2.1. Example
Let us now consider a relational database containing
information about people of a country. In particular, we
consider only a table People having as (partial) schema
(CitizenID, City, Province, ..). Each person is described by
some attributes, among which there are the city (City) and
the province (Province) where he/she lives. Table 1 reports a
subset of the relational table People.

         CitizenID        City         Province                 ….
                 1       Piobesi         Torino     …

  2 Piobesi       Torino       …
  3 Piobesi       Torino       …

                 4       Piobesi          Cuneo     …
  5 Piobesi        Cuneo       …
 …     …           …                      …
101 Recetto     Novara                     …
102 Recetto     Milano       …
103 Recetto      Novara       …

         …       …          …                      …

Table 1. A portion  of People table

During the design phase, some functional dependencies
can be specified in order to describe the semantics of the
considered application.  In this example, the People table
has as primary key the CitizenId attribute. Thus, we assume
that the functional dependency CitizenId      City holds at
design time.
Moreover, according to the nature and the content of the
considered relation People, from a first analysis of the
dataset, we  expect  to find  the  functional  dependency City
       Province. Hence, we expect exclusively to find association
rules with confidence 100% between the attributes City and
Province; on the contrary, we detect also association rules
with confidence lower than 100%. Table 2 reports examples
of those rules that allow us to infer a quasi-function
dependency  between City and Province (support and
confidence are the values extracted by the mining algorithm
applied on the entire dataset only sketched in Table 1).

    Body      Head Sup Conf
   City=Piobesi  Province=Torino 45.1% 75.2%
   City=Piobesi  Province=Cuneo 14.9% 24.8%
    City=Recetto  Province=Novara 28.7% 99.7%
    City=Recetto Province=Milano         0.1%         0.3%

   Table  2. Examples of association rules found in the database

By computing the dependency degree between City and
Province (by considering all the extracted rules and not only
those that are reported in Table 2), we obtain a value of 0.95.
Supposing that this value is high enough, we can state that
there is a quasi-functional dependency between the two
attributes, as reported in Table 3.

       Quasi-functional dependency          P
       City     Province                    0.95

    Table 3.  Dependency degree between City and Province.

3. Anomaly detection
In this section we describe our proposal to retrieve anomalies
and investigate their nature.  After detecting quasi-functional
dependencies that involve two (or more) attributes, we have
two possibilities:

1. we query the original datasets to extract the
instances that violate the dependencies;

2. for each quasi-functional dependency relating the
sets X and Y, we query all the stored association
rules that involve X and Y, with a low confidence (i.e.
with a confidence lower that a fixed threshold). Such
rules allow us to infer that the dependency is a
quasi-functional dependency and not an exact one
(see the formula in Section 2 to compute the
dependency degree).

For investigating the nature of detected anomalies, we
analyze the confidence of each rule that involves the attributes
of the quasi-functional dependency. If this value is very low
(compared to the confidence value of the other rules), we
can conclude that this is an error, otherwise it is a correct
exception. We will further explain the previous example to
clarify these concepts.
Another possibility to distinguish semantically correct
anomalies from errors, with a semi-automatic procedure, is
to apply the query to detect anomalies to other databases in
the same application domain. By comparing the results of
the distributed query, we can infer that an anomaly is an error
if it does not occur in more than one data source.
Otherwise, if we discover the same anomaly more times, we
can assume it is an admissible situation, which needs a
further investigation. To this aim, a rewriting procedure can
be required to apply the query to several data sources
represented by different models and with different schemas.

3.1. Example
With respect to the relation People introduced in Example
2.1, we now investigate the rules that involve City and Province
with a low confidence (i.e., lower than 50%). We find the
following rules:

1. City=Piobesi    Province=Cuneo [s=14.9%,
c=24.8%]

2. City=Recetto    Province=Milano [s=0.1%,
c=0.3%]

Both of them represent interesting cases. The first one is a
correct, albeit infrequent, relationship, since there are two
cities with the same name (Piobesi) in two different provinces
(Cuneo and Torino). The second one is an error, since there
is only a city named Recetto in the Novara province. We are
able to distinguish between the two cases by analysing the
confidence value. The value of the second rule (0.3%) is at

∑
∈

⋅=
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least one order of magnitude smaller than the average
confidence values of the other rules. Hence, we can conclude
that this is an error.

3.2.  Errors vs. interesting outliers
In this section, we describe in more detail our proposal to
distinguish erroneous situations from interesting anomalies.
Once the association rules and the related quasi-functional
dependencies have been mined from a dataset, we store
them either in a relational database or as XML documents
[16] on the basis of the data sources we are analyzing. The
following tables form the relational databases of rules (RULE
and ITEMR) and quasi-functional dependencies (CONSTR
and ITEMD).

In particular, each tuple of the table RULE keeps trace of the
identifier (ID) of an extracted association rule, and  stores its
support (Sup), confidence (Conf), the number of item
appearing in the head (NumItemHead) and in the body
(NumItemBody) of the rule itself. The table ITEMR allows one
to store the structure of  each  extracted association rule. In
particular, IDRule is the identifier of a rule, DataElement  and
Value describe the name and the value of an attribute/element
that appears in the considered rule, and Head_Body is a
flag attribute that denotes if the considered attribute/element
appears in the head or in the body of the current rule.
Analogously, the table CONSTR  stores the identifier of a
quasi-functional dependency (ID), its dependency degree
(P_Degree), and the number of attributes that appear in the
head (N_ItemHead) and in the body (N_ItemBody) of the
dependency itself. The tuples of ITEMD table store the
structures of quasi-functional dependencies.
Given a quasi-functional dependency X       Y with a dependency
degree p, we can discover the related anomalies by applying
one of the following two queries.

1. By querying  the original database (where the rules
have been mined) it is possible to extract the tuples
violating the exact functional dependency and thus,
satisfying the quasi-functional dependency. For
simplicity reasons, we suppose to have a super
table R representing the database. Thus, the SQL
query we have to apply is the following.

For distinguishing erroneous data from interesting
exceptions, we analyze the frequency of retrieved
anomalies or we apply the same queries to other
datasets in the same application filed.

2. By using the tables that store the association rules,
we apply the following query to retrieve the list of
attributes and the respective values of association
rules with a low confidence.

RULE (ID, Sup, Conf, NumItemHead,NumItemBody)

ITEMR (IDRule, DataElement, Value, Head_Body)

CONSTR (ID, P_Degree, N_ItemHead, N_ItemBody)

ITEMD (IDDep, DataElement, Head_Body)

Once again, by analyzing the confidence value of
the retrieved anomalies we can distinguish between
errors and interesting outliers.

When dealing with XML-based data sources, in order to have
a homogeneous representation of data and queries, the set
of association rules can be represented as an XML document
with the following DTD.

In this work, we consider a subset of the functional
dependencies defined for XML in [5]; in particular, we infer
only dependencies between sets of paths that reach leaf
nodes of the considered XML document. The quasi-functional
dependencies are represented by an XML documents with
the following DTD.

The XQuery [17] expression to retrieve the anomalies from
the document of association rules (i.e., the rules with a low
confidence) is the following.

SELECT X, Y FROM R

WHERE X IN

(SELECT X FROM R
 GROUP BY X

 HAVING COUNT(DISTINCT(Y)>1))

 SELECT IDRule, DataElement, Value, Head_Body, Conf FROM ITEMR

 WHERE IDRule IN

      (SELECT ID FROM RULE JOIN ITEMR ON ID=IDRule

      WHERE Conf<Threshold AND NumItemHead =1 AND

NumItemBody =1

      AND DataElement=’X’ AND HEAD_BODY=’body’

      INTERSECT

      SELECT ID FROM RULE JOIN ITEMR ON ID=IDRule

      WHERE Conf<Threshold AND NumItemHead =1 AND

NumItemBody =1

      AND DataElement=’Y’ AND HEAD_BODY=’head’)

   ORDER BY IDRule

<?xml version=”1.0" encoding=”UTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT RuleSet (AssRule+)>
<!ELEMENT AssRule (RuleBody, RuleHead)>
<!ATTLIST    AssRule NumberItemHead CDATA #REQUIRED

  NumberItemBody CDATA #REQUIRED
  support CDATA #REQUIRED
  confidence CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT RuleBody (item+)>
<!ELEMENT RuleHead (item+)>
<!ELEMENT Item (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST   Item DataElement CDATA #REQUIRED>

<?xml version=”1.0" encoding=”UTF-8"?>
<!ELEMENT DepSet (Constraint+)>
<!ELEMENT Constraint (Body, Head)>
<!ATTLIST Constraint NumItemHead CDATA  #REQUIRED

      NumItemBody CDATA #REQUIRED
      Prec_degree CDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT Body (item+)>
<!ELEMENT Head (item+)>
<!ELEMENT Item (#PCDATA)>

FOR $r IN  doc(“AssociationRule.xml”)//AssRule

WHERE $r[@confidence<Threshold]  AND

     $r[@NumberItemHead=1]  AND $r[@NumberItemBody=1]

AND $r/RuleBody/item/@DataElement=’X’ AND

     $r/RuleHead/item/@DataElement=’Y’

return $r
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In order to discover an anomaly from the XML documents
used to mine the association rules relating the elements X
and Y, we should write an XQuery expression to find out X
elements which are related to more than one Y element. We
do not explicitly indicate here this possibility because the
syntax of the XQuery expression is strictly related to the DTD
of the data source.
The described SQL and XML queries can be generalized
when dependencies with more that two items; indeed, they
allow domain experts to retrieve anomalies with respect to
quasi-functional dependencies and consequently to
concentrate on a small portion of data (the anomalies) to
find out interesting outlier situations, by manually or semi-
automatically discarding errors.

4. Experimental results
The experiments have been performed on a 3.2GHz Pentium
IV system with 2GB RAM, running Kubuntu 6.10. For the
itemset and association rule extraction we use a publicly
available version of Apriori [1] downloaded from [18].
We validated our approach by performing a set of
experiments on the TPC-H database [15], the DBLP database
[14], and 8 UCI databases [25] saved in XML format . TPC-H
is a suite of synthetic datasets generated from the TPC-H
relational tables and saved in XML format1. We consider two
tables (ORDER and LINEITEM), both of them stored as an
XML file. Each transaction in the ORDER XML file includes
elements that characterize an order (Orderkey, Orderstatus,
Custkey, etc.), while the LINEITEM XML file includes a
transaction for each LineItem value (characterized by the
elements Orderkey, Partekey, Linestatus, Receipt date,
Commit date, etc.).
DBLP is a real-life dataset where each transaction includes
elements that characterize an article (Authors, Title, Year,
Conference name, etc.).  The 8 selected UCI databases cover
a wide range of different real life domains (census data,
solar flare data, etc.). The main characteristics of each
database are reported in Table 4.
Since anomaly detection in XML is a more challenging
problem, we concentrate our analysis on XML datasets.
However, the proposed approach can also be directly applied
to any relational database.

1  The  scale factor parameter has been set to  0.05. The number of
generated tuples is related to the scale factor.

  Dataset File Size (MB) Description       Number of elements
  TPC-H order.xml 26 Order table in XML              9
  TPC-H lineitem.xml 154 Lineitem table  in XML            16
  DBLP 259 DBLP XML records            14
  Census 3.8 Census data            15
  Chess 0.25 Board configurations at the end of chess games            37
  Flare 0.028 Solar flare data            13
 Mushroom 0.365 Mushroom records drawn from the Audubon

Society Field Guide to North American Mushrooms          23
  Nursery 1.1 Nursery-school application ranking              9
  Tic-tac-toe 0.026 Complete set of possible board configurations at

the end of tic-tac-toe games            10
  Voting 0.018 1984 United Stated Congressional Voting Records            17
  Zoo 0.004 Classification of animals            18

4.1.  Quasi-functional dependency and anomaly detection
We applied our method to the TPC-H, DBLP, and UCI
databases and we detected some quasi-functional
dependencies; the number of quasi-functional dependencies
with a high value of p (i.e., 0.95<p<1), extracted for each
considered database, is reported in Table 5.
The number of extracted quasi-functional dependencies
depends on the considered datasets. Some databases are
characterized by several quasi-functional dependencies (e.g.,
chess), while some others are characterized by few or zero
quasi-functional dependencies (e.g., zoo, voting) with a high
value of p.
The number of functional dependencies is related, in a not
predictable way, to the number of attributes, to the domain of
each attribute, and to the domain of the considered database.

Dataset Number of quasi-functional
dependencies with 1>p>0.95

TPC-H order.xml 1
TPC-H lineitem.xml 4
DBLP 1
Census 5
Chess 181
Flare 12
Mushroom 21
Nursery 0
Tic-tac-toe 0
Voting 0
Zoo 2

Since the number of extracted quasi-functional dependen-
cies is relatively high, we report detailed results only for the
quasi-dependencies extracted from the DBLP and the TPC-
H datasets. We decided to analyze in detail the TPC-H and
the DBLP datasets since they cover well-known domains;
however, similar results have been obtained for the UCI
datasets.

Table 5 – Quasi-functional dependencies with 0.95<p<1 in the TPC-
H, DBLP, and UCI databases

Table 4 – Main database characteristics
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Table 6, Table 7, and Table 8 report the quasi-functional
dependencies with a high value of p (i.e., 0.95<p<1) for the
DBLP and the TPC-H datasets.

               Quasi-functional dependency P
                      Title        Year 0.981

Table 6 – DBLP: dependency degree between elements in the DBLP
database.

Quasi-functional dependency        P
Lineitem-receipt-date    Linestatus      0.996
Lineitem-returnflag        Linestatus      0.987
Lineitem-commit-date     Linestatus    0.981
Orderkey     Linestatus                      0.987

Table 7 – TPC-H: dependency degree between elements in the
LINEITEM XML document.

Quasi-functional dependency P
        Order-date  Order-status          0.978

Table 8 - TPC-H: dependency degree between elements in the
ORDERS XML document.

After retrieving the quasi-functional dependencies, we have
applied the anomaly detection approach to their XML

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<DepSet>
   <Constraint  NumItemHead = “1”  NumItemBody = “1”   Prec_degree = “0.996” >

<Body>
      <item> Lineitem-receipt-date </item>
</Body>
<Head>
      <item> Linestatus </item>
</Head>

   </Constraint>
   <Constraint  NumItemHead = “1”  NumItemBody = “1”   Prec_degree = “0.987” >

<Body>
      <item> Lineitem-returnflag </item>
</Body>
<Head>
      <item> Linestatus </item>
</Head>

   </Constraint>
   <Constraint  NumItemHead = “1”  NumItemBody = “1”   Prec_degree = “0.981” >

<Body>
      <item> Lineitem-commit-date </item>
</Body>
<Head>
      <item> Linestatus </item>
</Head>

   </Constraint>
   <Constraint  NumItemHead = “1”  NumItemBody = “1”   Prec_degree = “0.987” >

<Body>
      <item> Orderkey </item>
</Body>
<Head>
      <item> Linestatus </item>
</Head>

   </Constraint>
</DepSet>

representation. As an example, the XML representation of
the dependencies mined from the LINEITEM XML document
of the TPC-H dataset is reported in Table 9.
Analogously to quasi-functional dependencies analysis, we
report detailed results only for the anomalies of the DBLP
and the TPC-H datasets. However, similar analyses can be
performed for the UCI datasets.
In our experiments we have first investigated the DBLP
dataset, composed by a number N of articles (N= 618145).
By considering the quasi-functional dependencies reported
in Table 6, we examined the association rules with a low
confidence that involve the elements Title and Year. In
particular, we applied the query proposed in Section 3.2 and
extracted all the rules with a confidence lower than 100%;
some of the most representative rules are reported in Table
10. In order to preserve authors’ privacy we do not report real
values of the elements Title, Author, and Booktitle.

Title Year Support      Confidence
Title 1 1992 1/N 50%
Title 1 1994 1/N 50%
Title 2 1995 1/N 50%
Title 2 1996 1/N 50%

Table 10 - Examples of association rules found in the DBLP database
by considering the Title and Year attributes

The rules with a confidence lower than 100% highlight
articles with the same title but different years. It is a rare

Table 9.  XML representation of quasi-functional dependencies about LINEITEM XML document
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Database Number of rules Rule mining (s) Dependency degree computation (s)
TPC-H order.xml 2,520,432 46 224
TPC-H lineitem.xml 27,921,090 499 4241
DBLP 32,940,372 525 3194
Census 776,436 13.772 27.645
Chess 5,164 0.312 0.035
Flare 1,522 0.047 0.014
Mushroom 7,054 0.382 0.073
Nursery 846 0.141 0.011
Tic-tac-toe 756 0.029 0.007
Voting 2328 0.052 0.019
Zoo 4804 0.094 0.073

situation, since articles usually have different titles. We find
two causes of such interesting anomaly.
The first one is when the same article is published with the
same title on a conference and on a journal in different years,
as reported in Table 11. The second one is when the same
article is published with the same title on two different
conferences in different years, as reported in Table 12.
In our opinion, both cases represent interesting exceptions.
All the association rules with a confidence lower than 100%
that involve the elements Title and Year highlight anomalies
that can be classified in one of the two classes discussed
above.

<Article>
<Title>Title 1</Title>
<Author>author X</Author>
<Author>author Y</Author>
<Year>1992</Year>
<Booktitle>ConferenceX</Booktitle>

</Article>
..
..
<Article>

<Title>Title 1</Title>
<Author>author X</Author>
<Author>author Y</Author>
 <Year>1994</Year>
<Booktitle>JournalY</Booktitle>

Table 11. Detected anomaly: the same article is published with the
same title on a conference and on a journal.

<Article>
<Title>Title 2</Title>
<Author>author X</Author>
<Author>author Y</Author>
<Year>1995</Year>
<Booktitle>ConferenceX</Booktitle>

</Article>
..
..
<Article>

<Title>Title 2</Title>
<Author>author X</Author>
<Author>author Y</Author>
<Year>1996</Year>
<Booktitle>ConferenceY</Booktitle>

</Article>

Table 12.  Detected anomaly: the same article is published with
the same title on two different conferences.

With regard to the TPC-H dataset, five quasi-functional
dependencies have been extracted.  A quasi-functional
dependency is related to the pair of elements (Order-
date,Order-status), while the other four quasi-functional
dependencies are related to the value of the Linestatus
element (LINEITEM XML document), which depends on the
order date and other dates (Commit date, Receipt date, etc.).
For example, all the order lines characterized by the same
commit date are almost all characterized by the same value
of the Linestatus element.
Those lines which are characterized by a status value that is
different from the most common value are considered as
anomalies (they need the same time interval of the other
Lineitem elements to be committed, delivered, etc.).
Our approach highlights these anomalies. For example, we
extracted the following rules:

Lineitem-commit-date=’4/23/1995”    Linestatus=‘F’ [s=0.037%, c=89.5%]

Lineitem-commit-date=’4/23/1995”    Linestatus=‘O’ [s=0.004%, c=10.5%]

The order status (Linestatus) can assume the value
“finished” (F) or “open” (O). The first rule represents normal
cases (almost all the lines that have been committed in ‘4/
23/1995’ have been closed), while the second rule highlights
anomalies cases (old lines that have not been already
closed).
Similar considerations are valid also for the other quasi-
functional dependencies reported in Table 7 and Table 8.

4.2. Extraction time for quasi-functional dependencies
The extraction task is composed by two main steps:
association rule mining and  dependency degree
computation.
The execution time of both steps depends on the number of
elements (attributes), and in particular on the number of
possible pairs of elements (i.e., the number of combinations).
Hence, it increases approximately linearly with the number
of possible pairs of elements. More precisely, the execution
time increases almost linearly with the number of extracted
rules. The execution time of the two steps for each dataset is
reported in Table 13.
The proposed approach supposes that no a-priori knowl-
edge is available. Since it analyzes all the possible pairs of
elements, these results represent the execution time re-
quired to extract all possible association rules composed
by two items and the related quasi-functional dependen-
cies.

Table 13. Rule mining and dependency degree computation execution time
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However, if some a-priori knowledge is available, we can
exploit it and reduce the execution time, e.g., if we know that
some elements are not related with any other element, we
can remove them before the rule mining step.
We performed a set of experiments to analyze the scalability
of the proposed approach. In particular, we analyzed the
extraction time when varying the scale factor of the TPC-H
dataset. Figure 1 shows the execution time of the two main
steps, i.e., rule mining and dependency degree computation,
for the TPC-H order.xml database.
Both the execution time of the rule mining and the execution
time of the dependency degree computation task increase
almost linearly with the scale factor (i.e., with the number of
records).
Figure 2 shows the number of extracted rules when varying
the scale factor; also the number of extracted rules increases
almost linearly with the scale factor.
Hence, we can conclude that the extraction time for quasi-
functional dependencies and the number of extracted rules
are characterized by the same trend when varying the file
size.

5. Related work
In this section we discuss the main relevant work dealing
with the anomaly or outlier detection problems.
Statistical approaches were the first proposals for the outlier
detection techniques; the basic component is a probabilistic
model that can be either a-priori established or automatically
derived by analyzed data. This model can also include
unknown parameters that are determined by means of data
mining techniques. Objects that do not suit the probabilistic
model are considered as outliers [8] [12][19][20].
Once a probabilistic model is given or constructed, statistical
methods are very efficient;  however, they have several
disadvantages which make their use in data mining systems
inconvenient. First, they strictly require the usage of a data
model; in the case the model is parameterized, complex
procedures for finding values they assume are necessary.
Moreover, it is not guaranteed that the data of the observed
population match the assumed distribution law if there is no
estimate of the distribution density based on the empirical
data.
Most popular approaches for the outlier detection problems
are the so-called distance-based methods [2] [13]; outliers
are quantitatively characterized by means of a distance
function between objects of the database. The main
advantage of distance-based approaches is that a
probabilistic model is not constructed, but the majority of
these algorithms have a quadratic complexity. Moreover,

Figure 1. TPC-H orders.xml: execution time when varying the
scale factor.

Figure 2.  TPC-H orders.xml: number of extracted rules when
varying the scale factor.

when they are applied to real information systems, containing
heterogeneous data with a complex structure, the definition
of a distance function between such objects is a nontrivial
problem; methods based on kernel functions [21] and fuzzy
approaches  [22] can be used to achieve this goal.
Several other interesting approaches have already been
developed to solve outlier detection by means of database
[9] and data mining techniques [4][7], including machine
learning [23], knowledge discovery [24], and logic
programming [3].
In [3], outliers have been formalized in the context of logic
programming-based knowledge systems. The authors
propose a basic framework where observations (outliers)
are described by means of a set of facts encoding some
aspects of the current status of the world, while the
background knowledge of the system is described by means
of a logic program. Outliers are identified on the basis of
some disagreement with the background knowledge and
supported by some evidence in the observed data, called
witness sets. Moreover, the basic framework is extended to
the case the observations of the current status of the world
has to be captured by means of more complex form, i.e. no
ground facts but logical rules.
The main difference of our approach is that we discover
“rules” directly from data and do not consider them as part of
the knowledge base. The rules we infer have the form of
quasi-functional dependencies and can be easily written as
a logic program. For example, if we consider the relational
table People in Table 1, we can encode each attribute value
as ground fact of the unary predicates CitizenID, City, and
Province, respectively. Moreover, we can translate each pair
of values of the City and Province attributes, appearing in
tuples of the People table, as facts of the binary predicate
IN(X,Y). We infer from association rules the quasi functional
dependency City   Province, which corresponds to the
following two rules:

CityIN1Province(X)      City(X), ¬ not CityIN2Province

CityIN2Province(X)       City(X), Province(Y),Province(Z),
     Y = Z, IN(X,Y), IN(X,Z)

Our approach infers  the sets
{ I N ( P i o b e s i , To r i n o ) , I N ( P i o b e s i , M i l a n o ) } a n d
{IN(Recetto,Novara),IN(Recetto,Milano)} as anomalies of the
two logic rules.
In our opinion, it could be interesting to extend the applicability
of our approach to more general “rules”, not only functional
dependency, which can be abstracted from mined association
rules.
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The inference of functional dependencies from data in order
to detect anomalies has already been applied in [7]. The
authors present results on protein structure databases,
without formalizing the concepts of quasi-functional
dependency and without defining a general method to retrieve
the anomalies. In this paper we formalize the notion of quasi-
functional dependency and propose a method to retrieve
anomalies and to discover their possible nature. We mainly
focalize on the application of the proposed method to XML
databases.
In [9] the authors introduce the notion of pseudo-constraints,
which are predicates having significantly few violations. The
authors use this pattern to identify rare events in databases.
The aim of the work is similar to our main purpose: they
define this data mining pattern to detect interesting
anomalies. However, our approach differs from [9] for two
reasons. Firstly, they define the notion of pseudo-constraint
on the Entity-Relationship (ER) model, whereas we use
association rules to define a quasi-functional constraint.
Then, they focus on cyclic pseudo-constraints and propose
an algorithm for extracting this kind of cyclic pattern. On the
contrary, our notion of dependency is an implication between
sets of elements and is not related to the structure of the
data source used to mine the pattern. Moreover, we do not
apply our notion only to relational databases: we have
generalized the method to XML datasets and experimental
results confirm the generality of the proposal.

6. Conclusions and future work
Anomaly detection problems have been investigated in
several research areas; most approaches single out
abnormalities from a given population by considering
statistical characteristics.
According to this perspective, in this work we have described
an approach to discover anomalies on data by considering
quasi-functional dependencies mined by using association
rules. The proposal defined in the paper is general and can
be applied in any context.
As an ongoing work we are extending our approach to more
complex dependencies by considering graph-based
association rules in deeply nested XML documents (and not
only simple patterns). Moreover, we are applying this
technique to biological datasets where quasi-functional
dependencies can be mined and anomalies must be
detected. We are developing a tool that first mines functional
dependencies from a database and then, in the case of quasi-
functional dependencies, automatically rewrites the query to
single out anomalies, in order to apply it to other relational
and XML datasets.
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